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the national robotics league (nrl) is offering a unique national robotics league (nrl) - sponsored scholarship to a master's or doctoral student who is "a high-level candidate that best demonstrates dedication and commitment to research in the robotics field." a specialist in network design, provides both
the linux and linux/freebsd operating systems that together represent the best technology available to provide an efficient and robust network infrastructure. a growing number of schools are adopting linux for their computing needs in a variety of classroom situations. this new presentation from linux

journal deals with what's happening with schools in a variety of ways. the old performance model has left many it managers with a false impression that more users means more performance. comptia's 400-101 course provides a realistic view of how software, hardware and people influence
performance. its been a big week in the world of tablet pcs. here are the top five announced features, and i have taken the liberty of naming one of my favorite tablet pcs as a fourth. convertible hardware, like a tablet pc but with a screen you can plug into a keyboard - dell latitude zv2 intelligent

handwriting recognition - ibm thinkpad tablet pc, which taps on-screen menus and can generate high quality 2d and 3d graphics - through markersense windows vista compatible, just like apple does mobility as a part of the brand, like a macbook does windows mobile-compatible, unlike an iphone
announces that its award-winning, on-demand annual survey, the 2002 executive salary survey is now available in book form and for download on its web site. the survey is a comprehensive business-to-business salary guide, published for corporate executives and professional staff seeking
comparison and insight into salaries and compensation for positions in the u.s. and internationally. the executive salary survey includes information on compensation, benefits, pensions, recruitment, social activities, work/life balance, leadership, culture, professional development and career

advancement.
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MAC OS X is the most successful
Apple operating system ever--now
it's time to find out how it works.

Apple Computer's operating system
users need to learn to master

Apple's "higher order language,"
which is much easier than it seems.

This tutorial introduces you to
working with Apple's system tools,
including apps, the command line,
and the Cocoa API. Also covered

are scripting, real-time threads, and
the iOS equivalents of system calls.
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Windows users need to know what
Windows can do for them. How can

Windows systems help you work
more effectively and get more out

of your PC? What are the best ways
to run your application? How to get
the best performance and the most

hardware-like experience.
Applications, antivirus, and

operating system basics. Should all
applications share system

resources? The right way to use
mouse and keyboard for your work

and play. Windows's operating
system core takes care of a lot of
things behind the scenes. Take a
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closer look at the critical aspects of
operating systems. Learn how to

take complete control of your
computer and monitor tasks,

manage memory, control process
and file access. We'll also explain
how Windows works, and how to
protect yourself from the most
common types of viruses and

malware. There will be an overview
of the Windows system architecture
and how Windows programs work.

Learn to keep your computer
running smoothly, and how to get
the best performance and most

efficiency from your PC. Mac OS X's
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features, look and feel, and user
interface make it unique among

operating systems. Learn about the
applications that you can get, how

to use them, and how to
accomplish specific tasks. Also, how

to know what's going on in the
system, how the OS keeps your

files and folders organized, how to
get more screen space to work

with, and much more. 5ec8ef588b
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